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Introduction activity 

Discuss with the class how some of the items that Roman Londoners used and enjoyed would have 

had to be imported into London as they were not made here and were things that the Romans who 

settled in Britain were used to having elsewhere in the Roman Empire.  

Explain that foodstuffs were imported to Roman Britain as well as everyday items.  

Watch the ‘See the sorts of goods imported into Roman London’ video clip and ask the class to note 

down or remember what was imported. They may need this information for the main part of the 

lesson so you may want the class to make notes unless they are going to be able to access the video 

clip independently.  

Main part of the lesson 

Show the class the image of the model of the docks in Roman London.  

Demonstrate how they can locate and open this image themselves via the Romans in London site and 

demonstrate how to zoom in using the zoom tool. 
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This image is in high definition and therefore pupils can zoom into quite detailed parts of the image.  

Ask the pupils to use the zoom tool and to investigate this image. 

As they are investigating, explain that you would like them to write down 5 things that they can see 

happening in this busy dock. 

E.g. 

 I can see some amphoras being offloaded from the boat  

 The roof tiles on the warehouse roofs are Roman-style roof tiles 

 I can see some Roman soldiers crossing the wooden bridge 

 There are barrels on the dockside that may contain wine that has been brought from Germany 

on the ship. 

When they have completed their 5 pieces of gathered information, explain that you would like them 

to then pair up with another person and share their observations and see if there are any details that 

they perhaps missed but someone else has noticed. 

If your pupils have access to a forum tool within their MLE, this might be a way of the pupils collating 

all their observations by contributing to a forum. It is possible with some forum tools to  upload the 

image also, or link to the image so that this complete lesson could be run through the MLE. 

Next ask the pupils to use the ‘Roman London imports resource’ to add some text  about these 3 items 

that were imported into Roman London. 

Demonstrate how pupils can access the ‘See the sorts of goods imported into Roman London’ video 

clip to remind them of the details of these objects or they can use their notes from watching the video 

clip initially, if access to the video per pupil would be difficult.  

Plenary 

Watch the ‘See the sorts of goods imported into Roman London’ video clip again from about 11 

seconds in until about 1 minute, so that the pupils observe the fact that the fingerprints of the 

original maker of the bowl were still visible. 

Discuss how it must be very exciting to find that fingerprints have actually remained intact since 

Roman times. It makes the people seem more real after all this time. 

Look at the article located here which reports on an another find by the Museum of London of some 

Roman face cream that still had scoops in the cream inside the lid made by fingers!  

http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2003/jul/28/artsnews.london

